
Numeracy Questions

1) 482 + 256
2) 904 - 315
3) 39 x 85
4) 58728 ÷ 3
5) 9 - 0.875 - 0.125
6) 2.9 x 8 + 2 x 2.9
7) 0.25 x 39 x 4
8) 8.7 ÷ 2 + 1.3 ÷ 2



◼ 1) 738
◼ 2) 589
◼ 3) 3315
◼ 4)19576
◼ 5) 9-1 = 8
◼ 6) 10 x 2.9 = 29
◼ 7) 1 x 39 = 39
◼ 8) 10 ÷ 2 = 5



Numeracy Evening 2017
HCCS Mathematics Department



Calculating Strategies

◼ +
number line, traditional vertical lay-out

◼ - 
number line, traditional vertical lay-out

◼ x
know times tables, grid method, 

traditional vertical lay-out
◼ ÷

chunking, reverse multiplication, bus stop



The New Maths Curriculum

“Maths will promote the idea of 
developing independent 

problem-solving skills, rather than 
setting types of questions that can be 

rehearsed.”



The New Maths Curriculum

Decisions about progression should be based on 
the security of pupils’ understanding and their 

readiness to progress to the next stage. Pupils who 
grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged 
through being offered rich and sophisticated 

problems before any acceleration through new 
content in preparation for key stage 4. Those who 
are not sufficiently fluent should consolidate their 

understanding, including thorough additional 
practice, before moving on.



Our Maths Department Philosophy
Our aims and principles

● To equip our students with effective problem solving skills
● To challenge and engage all learners in all classes
● To create autonomous students who take ownership of their learning

Students will:
● Discover ways of solving problems for themselves
● Appreciate that it is OK to be stuck- be resilient and take risks
● Reflect on all learning- mathematical knowledge and skills developed

Teachers will:
● Inspire and stimulate curiosity
● Create opportunities that allow students to investigate, discuss, engage, interact, 

think and reflect
● Diagnose progress and adapt their approach accordingly
● Be less helpful

“We become great Mathematicians by making mistakes and learning from them”

“Knowing and accepting you can make mistakes and learn from them is the 
biggest lesson of all.”



The New Maths Curriculum

Here are five tasks, with the same theme and 
content, but differentiated in different ways:
◼ Find the mean of the following set of numbers: 2, 

3, 6, 7, 8, 9
◼ Create a data set with a mean of 6.
◼ These numbers have a mean of 6: 3, 4, 6, 6, 8, 9. 

Change two numbers so that mean stays the 
same.

◼ 2, 5, 5, 7, 9, and X have a mean of 6. Find X.
◼ X, Y and Z have a mean of 6. I now add the 

number 4 to the data set. What is the new mean?



Sample GCSE Questions



Sample GCSE Questions



Sample GCSE Questions



The HCCS Maths Structure

1 2 3 4 5 6

Y
e
a
r

7 N1 TEST A1 TEST G1 TEST A2 TEST G2 TEST P1 TEST

S1 NUMBER MASTERY (2/3 lessons/fortnight)

8 N1 TEST A1 TEST G1 TEST A2 TEST G2 TEST P1 TEST

S1 NUMBER MASTERY (2/3 lessons/fortnight)

9
NEW GCSE 

SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST

NUMBER MASTERY (2 lessons/fortnight)

10
NEW GCSE 

SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST

PROBLEM SOLVING/EXAM TECHNIQUE/CALCULATOR SKILLS (1 lesson/fortnight)

11
NEW GCSE 

SoW TEST NEW GCSE SoW TEST
NEW 
GCSE 
SoW

MOCKS ACTION ON MOCKS SOW FINISHED BY MID 
MAY EXAMS

EXAM PAPER PRACTICE (1 lesson/fortnight)



Maths Clinic

Tuesday and Thursday lunchtime 
Mr S Barratt - Intervention Specialist.
M9



MyMaths

www.mymaths.co.uk

Login: holmes
Password: congruent

Your son/daughter will have an individual 
password- letters have been handed out.

We will now demonstrate how to access and 
use the website for homework and revision.

http://www.mymaths.co.uk/


MathsWatch

https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle

Username: individual to your child
Password: 314hccs

We will now demonstrate how to access and 
use the website 



What to look for in your childs book

#genius

Brilliant Mathematics, 
well done.

#perseverance

You made a real effort 
to succeed here, well 
done.

#ruler 

Use a ruler.

#pencil

Diagrams & graphs 
should always be in 
pencil.

#method

You must show full 
workings.

#sense

Check whether your 
answer makes sense.

#pride

Excellent standard of 
presentation, well 
done.

#respect

You need to take more 
pride in the standard 
of your work.

#marking

Mark your work in a 
red or purple pen.

#purplepen

Make corrections to 
this in your purple pen.

#units

Include the correct 
units with your 
answer.

#rounding

Check the rounding 
requirements in the 
question.

#RTQ

Read. The. Question. 
Carefully.

#check

Silly mistake. Take 
more care and always 
check your work.

#MathsWatch

Use MathsWatch to 
have another look over 
this topic.

#seeme

Please ask me to 
explain this to you 
next lesson.

#ambition

You really pushed 
yourself this lesson, 
well done for 
embracing a challenge

#calculator

You are allowed a 
calculator here, use it 
carefully.

Maths Marking Key



One thing we ask of you…

Never say “I was/am rubbish at Maths”

Don’t let your child believe that their 
mathematical ability is set- or that their GCSE 

result is predetermined.

ANYONE who works harder, takes feedback on 
board and perseveres will do better.




